A finite volume framework is described for solving multiphysics transport problems. The method operates in a unique way: the transport equations and associated boundary conditions are input by the user using pseudo-mathematical expressions. A Perl program parses these equations and, via the computer algebra system Maxima, 'metaprograms' a Fortran code that solves the problem on an unstructured mesh using the Newton-Raphson method. The strength of the technique is that a fully implicit numerical formulation is generated and modified easily, for an arbitrary set of equations. The implemented algorithm ('arb') is available for download and licensed under the gnu General Public License.
Introduction
Transport equations are partial differential equations (pdes) that describe the movement of physical quantities such as mass, momentum and thermal energy. In the engineering and science fields, the transport equations that govern a process often have a 'multiphysics' nature, meaning that:
• Several quantities are interdependent, obeying coupled transport equations that must be solved concurrently (for example, exothermic reactions occurring in a flowing gas containing a number of chemical species);
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Due to these complexities, and also because most practically relevant geometries tend to be complex, numerical methods are usually required to solve multiphysics transport problems.
The three most popular numerical techniques used to solve transport equations are the Finite Difference Method (fdm), Finite Element Method (fem) and Finite Volume Method (fvm). Under the fdm, each derivative within each pde is replaced by its differenced equivalent. Numerically stored values approximate the real solution at particular points. While the fdm is simple to implement on structured meshes, the procedure is less straightforward on unstructured meshes, and unstructured meshes most easily represent typical practical (that is, complex) geometries.
Both finite element and finite volume methods are readily applied to unstructured meshes. Within the fem unknown variables are approximated in each element by basis functions that have unknown coefficients. The coefficients are chosen so that within each element, an integral error between the approximating function and the pde solution is minimised. The fvm is specific to the solution of transport equations. Under the fvm each transport equation is integrated over the volume of each cell (the fvm equivalent of the fem's element) and, using the Gauss divergence theorem, is converted into a relationship between the fluxes occurring over the faces of the cell and integral quantities associated with the cell. Numerically stored values approximate solution variables averaged over their corresponding mesh element (either a face or a cell).
fems and fvms have different strengths. The principal strength of the fem is that it can be highly accurate for smoothly varying functions, and as a result it has been extensively employed in areas such as structural analysis where physical quantities such as stresses and (small) deformations vary continuously. The principal strength of the fvm is that the total amount of each transported quantity within the domain is conserved (for example, mass, momentum, thermal energy). This strength has meant that the fvm has (arguably) become the most popular method for solving complex transport problems (for example, multiphase, varying physical properties, non-Newtonian) as it can be usefully applied when the physical system involves shocks and/or large property variations.
While the use of the fvm in the present multiphysics context would appear to be attractive, a complication is that unlike the fem, each equation discretised by the fvm depends on variables that are not local to the corresponding mesh cell. An implication of this is that fvm discretisation methods are difficult to apply generally (unlike fems), instead tending to be specific to the particular equation set being solved (for example, the simple type methods for the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations). This lack of flexibility has prevented the fvm from being utilised as a true multiphysics simulation 'workbench', with most commercial and open source multiphysics software currently available being fem based (for example, comsol [6] and Elmer [4] ).
This article resolves this inflexibility by presenting a mathematical and computational framework that automates the generation of finite volume algorithms for solving multiphysics transport equations. The method is based on a metaprogramming algorithm that takes pseudo-mathematical expressions entered by the user and discretises these to produce compilable Fortran code. We illustrate the method via a three dimensional, steady state, nonlinear diffusion equation solved on an unstructured mesh.
Section 2 discretises the illustrative diffusion problem using the finite volume method, producing a set of nonlinear equations that can be solved computationally. This process serves to detail the relationship between the analytical pde and discretised fvm system, and introduces the different variables (type and centring) employed in the final code. Section 3 overviews the pseudomathematical finite volume language, demonstrating in particular how the generic diffusion pde is represented using this syntax. 
Finite volume discretisation
The example problem used to illustrate the method consists of a pde for the unknown variable φ(x),
applied over the domain region R domain . Dirichlet boundary conditions,
are applied along the domain's boundary, R boundary . Although this problem is chosen purely to demonstrate various aspects of the computational framework, it could represent a heat conduction problem (say), with φ representing temperature, Γ (φ) and Λ(φ) representing a temperature dependent thermal diffusivity and heat generation rate, respectively, and fixed temperatures applied around the surface of the object.
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The first step is to discretise the solution region. As shown in Figure 1 an unstructured mesh is used that is composed of cells and faces. A face separates two cells and has a dimension that is one less than the dimension of R domain . The indices of the cells and faces are represented by the sets I and J, respectively. The set of all cells is composed of domain cells (I domain ) which have the same dimension as the region R domain , and boundary cells (I boundary ), which have the same dimension as R boundary . The set of all faces is similarly composed of faces that separate only domain cells (J domain ) and faces that are on the region boundary (J boundary ). Note that each boundary cell has the same geometry and is coincident with a boundary face. The boundary cells are defined to aid in equation discretisation.
fvm concepts are now applied to discretise each equation. For the pde, Equation (1) is integrated over each domain cell yielding
Application of the Gauss divergence theorem then gives, for i ∈ I domain ,
where the conventional fvm distributive approximation
is used [3] . In these equations J cellfaces,i is the set of all faces that surround cell i, |V i | is the volume of cell V i , |S j | is the area of face S j , N i,j is a unit normal vector at face j that is directed outward from cell i, and n j is a unit normal that defines a unique orientation for face j.
The variable
i , defined by Equation (3), is a 'code' variable as it is employed in the final algorithm. Each code variable has both a type and a centring. This code variable is an equation variable, meaning that when the discretised system is solved, its value will be zero. The code variable is also cell centred, meaning that it has a value for each cell within a certain set of cells (in this case, those within I domain ). Regarding notation: a cell centred code variable has an open circle above it, while a face centred code variable has a disc above it.
Returning to the discretisation we recognise that, under the fvm, calculated variables represent values averaged over their corresponding mesh element (either a face or a cell). Hence, a cell centred unknown code variable is used to numerically represent φ,
Similarly, Λ is represented by the cell centred derived code variable
where Λ(φ) is a user supplied function.
Equations (6) and (7) introduce two new code variable types: unknown variables are those that we are solving for. The system is solved when the current unknown variable values result in all equation variables equalling zero. Derived code variables are introduced for convenience. These variables are functions of unknown variables and/or other derived variables and are entered as expressions by the user. Each equation and derived variable is ultimately only a function of the unknown variables, and hence will have a unique value for a given set of unknown values.
The two surface integrals in Equation (4) represent face centred quantities, and hence are represented via face centred code variables. The discretised Γ is represented by the face centred derived variable,
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where Γ (φ) is another user supplied function, and
is a local variable representing the face averaged value for φ, defined as
The averaging kernel coefficients
j,i appearing in Equation (9) are calculated at the start of a simulation using the Moving Least Squares (mls) method [1] , with I facecells,j being the set of all cells local to the face j.
Local variables, such as
defined in Equation (9), are similar to derived variables in that they can be functions of unknown, derived and other local variables. The differences are that they 1. are generated by the language parsing algorithm rather than being entered directly by the user, 2. may contain at most one sum of other code variables, and 3. are evaluated individually only when they are needed, rather than being evaluated as a set and stored in memory.
The second surface integral in (4) represents the gradient of φ in a direction normal to face j. This term is represented by a second face centred local variable
where the first derivative kernel coefficients
j,i are again pre-calculated using the mls method. Finally, by defining a cell centred third local variable as
where
C1134 Equations (6-11) can be used to rewrite the original pde (4) as
Equation (13) is the equation that is used in the final code to define the equation variable,
i . The problem's boundary conditions are treated similarly. Integrating Equation (2) over each boundary cell yields
where Equation (6) is used to represent φ and a third derived variable is defined via
Here x i is the centroid location of cell i. The function φ boundary (x) is supplied by the user. The boundary condition is satisfied when the cell centred equation variable
is zero in each boundary cell within the set I boundary .
Pseudo-mathematical expression language
Using the diffusion example we showed how a pde can be discretised into a set of nonlinear equations that involves four code variable types; unknown, derived, local and equation. Equations for the derived and equation variables are specific to each problem, and so need to be entered by the user. These equations are specified using a pseudo-mathematical language that employs a number of finite volume specific operators. Each operator acts on an expression of one centring, producing a variable of (possibly) another centring.
To illustrate, the following code defines the pde and boundary condition equation variables for the example diffusion problem:
CELL_EQUATION < phi domain equation > " celldiv ( < Gamma >* facegrad ( < phi >) ) -< Lambda >" ON < domain > CELL_EQUATION < phi boundary equation > " < phi > -< phi boundary >" ON < boundary cells >
The expression for each code variable is contained in the double quotations.
Comparing the mathematical equations with the finite volume expressions (that is, Equations (1) and (2) with the above) illustrates the key operators. For example, the relationship between the mathematical, fvm meaning and fvm discretisation for the operator celldiv is
Hence this operator acts on face centred quantities and produces a cell centred result; namely the divergence of a vector field (as represented by face centred vector components). Similarly, faceave produces a face centred average from surrounding cell centred data,
whereas facegrad produces a face centred gradient taken normal to that face, also from cell centred data,
Other operators allow cell and face centred gradient evaluation (in various directions), face-to-cell averaging, conditional statements, region identification, advection averaging (high and low order upwinding), sums and products [7] .
Computationally the pseudo-mathematical expressions are converted into Fortran source code via a 'metaprogramming' algorithm written in Perl.
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Specifically, this algorithm generates the Fortran code by recursively parsing each expression,
• searching for any operators, and if found, creating new local variables to represent the appropriate discretised operation;
• checking the centring of all code variables used, and if not consistent with the context of the expression, averaging the variable to the appropriate location; and
• using the computer algebra system Maxima [10] to simplify each mathematical expression, calculate any required partial derivatives (discussed later) and output the equivalent Fortran code.
In effect this metaprogramming algorithm works through the discretisation methodology described in the previous section, for any equation that can be expressed using the mathematical capabilities of Maxima and the finite volume operators described above.
Newton-Raphson solution procedure
This section details the method for solving the discretised equations. To aid our description, the code variables defined for the example diffusion problem are combined sequentially into four vectors, one for each variable type. Specifically,
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The problem to solve is then written as
noting that L and D can be expressed as functions of only U.
A backstepped Newton-Raphson method [9] is employed to solve Equation (23). That is, if U n is an estimate of the solution, then a better estimate is
where λ 1 is a backstepping parameter, generally chosen to be a maximum such that
Here α is a small positive number [9, 8] and the prime indicates that each equation is individually normalised using an order of magnitude estimate (discussed below). Equation (24) is applied sequentially until E (U n+1 ) 2 < E tol , where E tol is a requested tolerance parameter (typically 10 −12 ).
The matrix dE/dU| U n used in equation (24) is the Jacobian of E, evaluated at U n . Certain properties of this Jacobian must be satisfied for it to be invertible, and hence allow a solution to the overall Equation (23). We now draw a link between these properties and the discretised system, in the process specifying several conditions on the underlying equations that must be satisfied for a solution to be possible.
1. For a matrix to be invertible, it must be square. Hence, the structure of the Jacobian shows that the total number of equation variables defined by the user must equal the number of unknown variables. In the example diffusion problem of Section 2 for example, there was one unknown variable and one equation variable associated with each cell, thus an equal number (|I|) of each. While the total number of each of these code variables must be equal, they need not have a one-to-one correspondence with each of the cells contained within the mesh. Indeed, equation and unknown variables may be associated with faces rather than cells, or conversely have no centring at all.
2. For the Jacobian to be invertible, it must have a rank equal to its order (that is, rank (dE/dU) = |I|). Equivalently, each row within the Jacobian must be linearly independent.
The first implication of this linear independence is that each row of the Jacobian must have at least one nonzero element. In terms of the underlying mathematical problem this means that each equation variable must have at least one nonzero partial derivative with respect to an unknown variable throughout the entire solution process.
The second implication is as follows. If the rows of the Jacobian were not linearly independent, then for a particular j there would be a solution to
such that at least one a i is nonzero. Now, consider an example system where one of the equations can be expressed as a (nonlinear) function of only the other equations, that is
Differentiating using the chain rule gives
Identifying the ∂f/∂E i scalars from this equation with the a i constants from Equation (25) shows that if Equation (26) is true for any j ∈ I then the rows of the Jacobian will not be linearly independent (for any U n ), and the Jacobian will not be invertible.
In terms of the fvm discretisation, this means that each equation variable defined by the user, when expressed solely in terms of the unknown variables, must be nonlinearly independent (that is, not able to be expressed solely as a function of the other equation variables). For example, it would not be possible to specify via equations that all of the components of a vector as well as the magnitude of that vector be zero at a given location, as this set of equations is nonlinearly dependent.
3. If the unknown variable U i has a typical order of magnitude of O (U i ), then the representation of this variable using floating point arithmetic will be limited to an accuracy of ε (
, where E mach is the 'machine precision' being employed. Equivalently, defining the two vectors ε (U) and O (U),
The precision to which U can be represented has implications for the minimum possible E(U n+1 ) 2 that can be achieved. Specifically, an order of magnitude analysis on Equation (24) shows that the accuracy of the next, 'improved' estimate for E will be at best
where we used O (λ) = 1 . Thus, in general, successive Newton-Raphson iterations will not be able to decrease E(U n+1 ) below this value.
In practice we use this result to calculate an order of magnitude estimate for each equation variable,
and use these estimates to normalise E prior to calculating the residual norms E 2 . As indicated, each equation magnitude estimate is based on initial values for both E and dE/dU, and user supplied order estimates for U.
To apply Equation (24) numerically, both E and dE/dU need to be calculated using the current best unknown estimates (U n ). To calculate E, each derived variable is first evaluated in the order of its definition. This ensures that each evaluation depends on only unknown and other derived variables that have already been evaluated, and is hence explicit. The equation variables are then evaluated. Note that local variables are not stored but rather calculated as they are needed using a recursively called subroutine. Hence, local variables do not need to be defined or calculated in any particular order.
The Jacobian matrix is evaluated using the chain rule from current values of U, D and L, and calculated concurrently with E. Analytical expressions for the partial derivatives required for the Jacobian are found during the metaprogramming step (discussed previously) and hence are explicitly included within the Fortran executable.
Code variables are stored in the Fortran executable using a declared type that contains not only the current value for the variable, but also an allocatable float and integer array within which are stored any nonzero partial derivatives the variable currently has, and with which unknown variable that derivative corresponds to. Packaged sparse linear solvers are used to numerically solve Equation (24) [11, 2] .
Example nonlinear diffusion equation results
As an example, the following system of equations was solved over a three dimension region (0 x, y, z 1), and the results compared against the analytical solution. 1 The unstructured tetrahedron meshes were created with the program Gmsh [5] . Figures 2a and 2b show example φ fields computed using representative coarse and fine meshes. Figure 3 shows various norms for the relative difference between the numerically generated and analytical φ solutions, plotted against average cell size, which for this three dimensional problem is approximately |I| −1/3 . The error approaches zero as the cell size is decreased, indicating that the discretisation method for this set of equations is consistent. Also shown in Figure 3 is the computational time required for each simulation. Once the mesh is sufficiently fine, the error norms shown decrease by a factor of approximately 2.0 with increasing mesh refinement, with computational time increasing by a corresponding factor of approximately 5.5.
Conclusion
A mathematical and computational framework has been described that generates finite volume code for solving multiphysics transport problems. Within the framework, equations are specified using pseudo-mathematical expressions that combine the mathematical capabilities of the symbolic algebra package Maxima with a number of defined finite volume operators. Hence, while only a single nonlinear diffusion equation has been discussed in this work, quite arbitrary systems of equations can be solved within this framework. In future work we will apply the method to a greater range of physical systems.
